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Abstract The optical absorption of zinc tetraborate at different concentrations
of the terbium impurity (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 mol%) was analyzed. The
radioluminescence (RL) emission spectra was obtained after beta irradiation
of a 90Sr/90Y source. The RL spectrum showed the characteristics bands of
Tb3+ with two main emissions at 489 nm and 546 nm which corresponding to
the5D4 →7F6 and 5D4 →7F5 transitions respectively in this ion. The OSL and TL
characteristics have been analyzed. The stimulation blue light (497 nm) of a
diode laser at 500 mA was used to bleach the thermoluminescent (TL) signals
obtained with 5Gy of 60Co source. The two main glow peaks (79 and 161
°C) are sensitives under 497 nm stimulation, and they were shifted to higher
temperature values and faded their TL intensities. Similar behavior of TL glow
curves before and after OSL stimulation with blue light was observed when
the samples were exposed to 30 Gy gamma dose of 137Cs irradiator. The OSL
signal response was linear with the dose range of 1-10 Gy and increased their
response up to 200 Gy gamma dose. The OSL shows a bleaching sensitive
shallow traps and diminishing the intensity of the TL glow curves remaining a
complex traps distribution. The RL, TL and OSL properties were investigated
in Zn(BO2)2:Tb3+ phosphor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The thermoluminescence (TL) and photoluminescence properties, using
various alkaline earth ions (Li, Ca, Mg, Ba, Sr, Zn) based on tetraborate and
various dopants, have been analyzed [Schulman et al., 1967; Takenaga et
al., 1980; Sabharwal & Sangeeta, 1998; Furetta et al., 1999; Santiago et al.,
2001; Li et al., 2007; Cruz-Zaragoza et al., 2016; Cedillo Del Rosario et al.,
2017]. Important features of borate material such as near soft tissue, high TL
sensitivity and its good performances for gamma, beta and neutron dosimetry
have been the base for enhancement of this TL phosphor [Kazanskaya et al.,
1974; Prokic, 1980; Li et al., 2008]. In this case, the zinc tetraborate has a
high effective atomic number (Zeff = 22.4) close to that of CaF2 (16.90) and it
last is near to the compact bone (13.59) [Bos, 2001]. However, the thuliumdoped zinc tetraborate showed a TL intensity peak at ~300 °C and it was more
higher than that of LiF:Mg,Ti dosimeter [Annalakshmi et al., 2014]. In the
case of Zn(BO2)2 borate doped with terbium, the photoluminescence emission
bands (490, 543, 584 and 620 nm) were ascribed to Tb3+ impurity when the
borate were excited with wavelength 261 nm [Li et al., 2007]. It is well known
that an important property of some phosphors is the radioluminescence (RL)
[Santiago et al., 1998; Krbetschek & Trautmann, 2000], and in our Tb3+ doped
zinc borate is present too.
The RL phenomenon is the luminescence emission in situ and in realtime during irradiation from some natural and synthetic material. It has been
analyzed mainly for dating purposes and the RL has been also proposed to
be uses for radiation dosimetry [Petö, 1996; Petö & Kelemen, 1996; Aznar;
2005]. Because the RL measurement of the phosphors is possible to carry
out in real-time while the TL is obtained post-irradiation of the samples,
then RL has an important advantage to TL dosimetry. It is accepted that to
produce the TL response which is come from the recombination of charges
mainly electron-hole in the band gap of the solid phosphor previously
irradiated. Similar phenomenon occurred when the phosphor was stimulated
by light of an appropriate wavelength and it is known as optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL). The OSL is ascribed to the transitions of charge carriers
at different trapping levels associated with impurities and point defects
present in the lattice of the crystalline solid [Chen & Pagonis, 2011]. Various
efforts [Huntley et al., 1985; McKeever & Chen, 1997; Olko, 2010] have
been dedicated to analyze the TL and OSL properties related to the common
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traps in the luminescent phosphors material, then there are interesting
features to investigate in the material with both TL and OSL properties. The
aim of this paper is to study the thermoluminescent and optically stimulated
luminescence properties, including the RL emission, of the Zn(BO2)2 doped
with terbium ion.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1 Samples preparation
The terbium-doped zinc borate phosphor was synthesized by the solvent
evaporation method as reported in a recent paper [Cedillo Del Rosario et al.,
2017] obtaining a higher TL sensitivity under gamma and beta radiation. All
zinc borate samples were sintered at 800 °C for 18 h or at 900 °C during 16 h,
in both cases the single Zn(BO2)2 phase was obtained. The XRD patterns for
crystal structure and phase of the Zn(BO2)2 were identified and they previously
were reported [Cedillo Del Rosario et al., 2017]. Samples of undoped and
terbium-doped Zn(BO2)2 were selected in powder form with less than 74 µm
particle sizes. For absorption measurements some pellets of thickness 1 mm
and diameter 6mm were used. These particles sizes were selected to obtain the
well-defined TL and OSL signals.
2.2 Irradiation samples
Beta-90S/90Y irradiations using a 0.017 Gy/min dose rate for radioluminescence
emission, and gamma-60Co Gammacell-200 Nordion with 0.1689 Gy/min
and from 137Cs Gammacell-3000 Elan Best Theratronics (9.42 Gy/min)
self-irradiators were used to carried out the irradiations for TL and OSL
measurements. The samples were placed in acrylic plates with 3 mm thickness
to have the electronic equilibrium condition during the irradiations. Previously
to irradiation the samples received the annealing with 400 °C for 30 min in
the oven. Samples were irradiated at room temperature. The TL and OSL
measurements were done on double samples of 12.00±0.01 mg. Glow curves
were obtained in a Harshaw model 3500 TLD reader, and the OSL and RL
signals were measured by the same photon counting in an OSL equipment
made in our Luminescence and Dosimetry Laboratory at the Nuclear Science
Institute (ICN-UNAM). The glow curves were obtained at the same heating rate
(2 °C s-1) from room temperature up to 450 °C and with nitrogen atmosphere
in order to avoid the spurious TL signals. The optical absorption of the pellets
samples was carried out in a UV-VIS spectrophotometer Cary 5000 at Optical
Property of Solids Laboratory at Physics Institute (IF-UNAM).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Optical Absorption and Radioluminescence
The optical absorption of undoped and terbium-doped Zn(BO2)2 samples at
different concentrations (0-8 mol%) were obtained before gamma irradiation
(Figure 1). Two main bands observed around 234 and at 278 nm were related
to the structure of the material, and they were sensible and increased with the
terbium dopant concentration in the lattice of the zinc tetraborate. However,
in the samples with higher terbium concentration (8 mol%) fourth optical
absorption bands were observed at: 487, 547, 589 and 620 nm, which were
related to the 5D4 → 7FJ (J = 3, 4, 5, 6) electronic transitions of the Tb3+ ion
[Çetin et al., 2007]. Following the samples were exposed to gamma radiation
from 60Co at 3 and 6 kGy doses and not apparent change in the optical
absorption was observed, i.e., absent bands associated to the color centers and
to the Tb4+ ion, in this last case the finding is in agreements to those found by
others authors [Li et al., 2007].

Figure 1: Optical absorption of undoped Zn(BO2)2 and Zn(BO2)2:Tb3+ [0.5-8
mol%].
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Figure 2: Radioluminescence (RL) spectra of Zn(BO2)2:Tb3+ with the main
emissions at 489 and 546 nm belonging to the terbium impurity. The samples
were exposed to 90Sr/90Y source
The RL emission was obtained from the samples during beta irradiation.
It can be seen in figure 2 three bands peaked at 372, 489 and 546 nm for all
terbium-doped samples. The first band (372 nm) and a broad band at 700 nm
were observed too in the undoped sample. These bands should be assigned
to the intrinsic emission of the structure of the zinc tetraborate or some
phase present in the material. It seems that the sample with higher sintered
temperature (900 °C) presents a highest RL intensity of their first emission
band. In particular, the peaks centered at 489 and 546 nm can be ascribed to
the 5D4 → 7F6 and 5D4 → 7F5 transitions of Tb3+.
3.2 Thermoluminescence and OSL Properties
Because the zinc tetraborate presents a broad optical absorption band, it was
decided to use a blue light (467.5 nm) from LED to carried out the optical
bleaching of the glow curves. At least three glow peaks (Figure 3) were
observed: 80, 160 and 282 °C, in the glow curves obtained at 5 Gy of 60Co. At
the end of 60 min of illumination samples irradiated, the first two glow peaks
were shifted at higher temperature: 85 and 189 °C. The glow peaks seem very
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Figure 3: Optical bleaching by blue light of LED (467.5 nm) effect on TL
glow curves obtained between 0 and 60 min from zinc tetraborate doped with
Tb3+ [0.5 mol%]. The gamma-60Co dose was 5 Gy.
sensible to the blue light, and possible some traps are in relationship with
the optically stimulated luminescence. The broad glow curves seem a traps
distribution are in the band gap of zinc tetraborate phosphor and overlapping
of glow peaks remaining under the whole glow curve. The glow peak at 80 °C
was partially bleaching and may related to the terbium impurity in the sample,
while the bleached peak at 189 °C may influenced by the blue light on the
structure of the material. A single glow peak at that position temperature (190
°C) was observed in dysprosium and sodium co-doped MgB4O7 phosphor
[Furetta et al., 2000], and that peak can be in relation with the structure of
tetraborate.
The terbium-doped tetraborate samples at different concentrations were
irradiated with 30 Gy in order to fill the traps for OSL signals detection
(Figure 4). At lower terbium concentration, 0.5 and 1 mol%, the OSL intensity
signal was very weak and it was increased as the concentration increases.
At higher concentration, 8 mol%, the OSL presents very high intensity, this
behavior was similar for RL emission where the 489 and 546 nm were the
most higher bands intensity. Furthermore, the OSL response was investigated
between 1 and 200 Gy using gamma radiation from 137Cs. The linear dose
response was from 1 to 10 Gy and the OSL response was proportional to the
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Figure 4: Continuous-wave optically stimulated luminescence (CW-OSL) of zinc
tetraborate doped with Tb3+ [0.5-8 mol%] stimulated with blue light of diode laser
(LED). Samples were irradiated with 137Cs at 30 Gy.

Figure 5: OSL signals response of terbium-doped zinc tetraborate [4 mol%] exposed
between 1 and 200 Gy gamma doses of 137Cs Gammacell-3000 Elan self-irradiator.
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Figure 6: TL glow curves before and after OSL read out of the samples with Tb3+, a) 4
mol% and b) 8 mol%, using blue light (497 nm) during stimulation. The gamma-137Cs
dose was 10 Gy.

number of trapped charges taking place in the OSL process. Followed an
increasing stage of the dose response up to 200 Gy, implying that the trapped
charge concentration should also grow with dose. Finally, the relationship
between OSL and TL traps were analyzed for 4 and 8 mol% of terbium
concentration which have the most higher TL and OSL intensities. Figures
6 a, b, shown the TL glow curves before and after OSL measurement was
carried out in the samples using blue light (497 nm). All TL peaks (Figure 6 a,
b) shifted at higher temperature suggesting some traps were sensitive to OSL
stimulation but remain the complex distribution of traps for TL glow curves in
the band gap of zinc tetraborate phosphor.
CONCLUSIONS
The optical absorption, radioluminescence (RL), TL and OSL properties of
the Zn(BO2)2:Tb3+ were investigated. The bands of the RL spectra at 372 and
700 nm can be attribute to the intrinsic emission of the structure of the zinc
tetraborate. The RL peaks centered at 489 and 546 nm were ascribed to the 5D4
→ 7F6 and 5D4 → 7F5 transitions of Tb3+ impurity in the lattice of the phosphor.
These bands growth as the impurity concentration increases. The TL and
OSL properties by using gamma and beta radiation, respectively, shown that
the zinc tetraborate doped with terbium present these properties and it is an
interesting material deserving further study. The TL traps are in relation to the
those of OSL property of this zinc tetraborate. The OSL linear dose-response
was between 1 and 10 Gy gamma dose. A good reproducibility and fading
of the OSL signals was found. Also the RL and OSL response at different
impurity concentration was analyzed and it was found that zinc tetraborate at
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higher concentrations of terbium makes more intensity the RL emission and
TL intensity and OSL linear response during irradiation.
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